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Abstract

Classification methods that leverage the strengths of data from multiple sources (multi-

view data) simultaneously have enormous potential to yield more powerful findings

than two step methods: association followed by classification. We propose two meth-

ods, sparse integrative discriminant analysis (SIDA) and SIDA with incorporation of

network information (SIDANet), for joint association and classification studies. The

methods consider the overall association between multi-view data, and the separation

within each view in choosing discriminant vectors that are associated and optimally

separate subjects into different classes. SIDANet is among the first methods to incor-

porate prior structural information in joint association and classification studies. It

uses the normalized Laplacian of a graph to smooth coefficients of predictor variables,

thus encouraging selection of predictors that are connected and behave similarly. We

demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods on a set of synthetic and real datasets.

Our findings underscore the benefit of joint association and classification methods if

the goal is to correlate multi-view data and to perform classification.

∗corresponding author
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1 Introduction

The problem of assessing associations among d ≥ 2 data from multiple sources (also called

multi-view data) measured on the same subject and assigning that subject into one of

K ≥ 2 classes based on multiple predictor variables from these views of data is an impor-

tant problem in modern biomedical research. With advancements in technologies, multiple

diverse but related high-throughput data such as gene expression, metabolomics and pro-

teomics data, are often times measured on the same subject. A common research goal is

to effectively synthesize information from these sources of data in order to identify factors

(e.g., genetic and environmental [e.g., metabolites ]) that potentially separate subjects into

different groups. Many applications exist that consider this important problem (Langley

et al., 2013; Lloyd-Price et al., 2019). Popular approach in the literature for integrative

analysis and/or classification studies can broadly be grouped into three categories: asso-

ciation, classification, or joint association and classification methods. The literature on

the first two is numerous, but the literature on the latter is rather limited. We focus on

developing integrative analysis and classification methods to identify multi-view variables

that are highly associated and optimally separate subjects into different groups.

1.1 Motivating Application

Our work is motivated by a scientific need to identify “nontraditional” biomarkers (e.g.,

genes, metabolites) predictive of atherosclerosis cardiovascular diseases (ASCVD) beyond

established risk factors (such as age and gender). Cardiovascular diseases (including AS-

CVD) continue to be the leading cause of death in the U.S and have become the costliest

chronic disease (American Heart Association, 2016). The medical costs for CVD in 2016 was

about $1 billion/day. It is projected that nearly half of the U.S. population will have some

form of cardiovascular disease by 2035 and will cost the economy about $2 billion/day in

medical costs (American Heart Association, 2016). Established environmental risk factors

for CVD (e.g., age, gender, hypertension) account for only half of all cases of CVD (Bartels

et al., 2012). Finding other novel risk factors of CVD unexplained by traditional risk factors

is important and may help prevent cardiovascular diseases. Trans-omics integrative analysis

can leverage the strengths of omics to further our understanding of the molecular architec-

ture of CVD. Since the metabolome is considered the end product of all genomic, epigenetic,

and environmental activities (Griffin, 2006; Krumsiek et al., 2016), linking metabolite levels

in human plasma with gene expression data can identify multi-omics biomarkers predictive

of ASCVD, and potentially serve as targets for interventions.

We integrate gene expression, metabolomics, and/or clinical data from the Emory Uni-
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versity and Georgia Tech Predictive Health Institute (PHI) study. The PHI study, which

began in 2005, is a longitudinal study of healthy employees of Emory University and Geor-

gia Tech aimed at collecting health factors that could be used to recognize, maintain, and

optimize health rather than to treat disease. To advance this goal, we seek to leverage

the strengths of multi-omics data in classification methods to identify potential biomarkers

beyond established risk factors that can distinguish between subjects at high-vs low- risk

for developing ASCVD in 10 years.

1.2 Existing Methods

As mentioned earlier, the literature for integrative analysis and/or classification studies can

be broadly grouped into three categories: association, classification, or joint association

and classification methods. Association-based methods correlate multiple views of data to

identify important variables as a first step. This is followed by independent classification

analyses that use the identified variables. The techniques for correlating these multi-view

data can be univariate or multivariate. The univariate approach considers variables from

one view as the response (e.g., each protein variable as response) and variables from the

other views as predictors (e.g., one genetic variant) with a focus on one variable (e.g., one

protein and one genetic variant) at a time. This approach is limiting since larger sample size

is usually needed to identify associated variables, which is costly. Additionally, univariate

methods assume variables within each view are independent and take no consideration of

the dependency structure among variables. The multivariate techniques, on the other hand,

assume variables within and between the views are dependent and use dimension reduction

methods to simultaneously correlate multiple variables within and across multiple views

(Hotelling, 1936; Witten and Tibshirani, 2009; Safo et al., 2018; Min et al., 2018). The

association-based methods, either univariate or multivariate, are still largely disconnected

from the classification procedure and oblivious of the effects class separation have on the

overall dependency structure.

The classification-based methods either stack the views and perform classification on

the stacked data, or individually use each view in classification algorithms and the re-

sults pooled. Several classification methods, including Fishers linear discriminant analysis

(LDA)(Fisher, 1936) and its variants (Hastie et al., 1995; Bickel and Levina, 2004; Guo

et al., 2007; Witten and Tibshirani, 2011; Clemmensen et al., 2011; Cai and Liu, 2011;

Shao et al., 2011; Safo and Ahn, 2016; Gaynanova et al., 2016; Safo and Long, 2019), sup-

port vector machines (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), and random forest (Breiman, 2001) may

be used. These techniques take no consideration of the dependency structure between the

views, and may be computationally expensive when the dimension of each view is large.
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Finally, the joint association- and classification-based methods (Witten and Tibshirani,

2009; Kan et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2016; Li and Li, 2018; Zhang and Gaynanova, 2018)

link the problem of assessing associations between multiple views to the problem of clas-

sifying subjects into one of two or more groups within each view. The goal is then to

identify linear combinations of the variables in each view that are correlated with each

other and have high discriminatory power. Limited literature exists for joint association-

and classification- based methods. Witten and Tibshirani (2009) introduced a supervised

approach to canonical correlation analysis (CCA), where the canonical correlation vectors

were used to predict a binary response in the CCA optimization problem. Luo et al. (2016)

considered a regression formulation of CCA and proposed a joint method for obtaining

the canonical correlation vectors and predicting an outcome using the canonical correlation

vectors. Their method is only applicable to binary classification problems. In addition, al-

though the method is developed for multi-view data, the software they provide can only be

used when there are two views of data. Recently, Zhang and Gaynanova (2018) proposed a

joint association and classification method that combines linear discriminant and canonical

correlation analysis using the regression formulation of these methods. Their method is

useful for multi-class classification problems. The method we propose in this paper falls

into this category.

1.3 Overview of the proposed methods

Our proposal is related to existing joint association- and classification-based methods but

our contributions are multi-fold. First, we also consider joint association and classification

problems, but our formulation of the problem is different from the regression approach

largely considered by existing methods; this provides a different insight into the same prob-

lem. We directly solve the optimization problem of maximizing association and separation

of classes using Lagrangian methods, resulting in systems of eigenvalue-vector problems that

is easily solved. More importantly, our methods rely on summarized data (i.e., covariances)

making them applicable if the individual view cannot be shared due to privacy concerns.

Secondly, while existing association and classification methods concentrate on sparsity (i.e.,

exclude nuisance predictors), which is mainly data-driven, our SIDANet method is both

data- and knowledge-driven. SIDANet uses the normalized Laplacian of a graph to smooth

the rows of the discriminant vectors for each view, thus encouraging predictors that are con-

nected and behave similarly to be selected or neglected together. The benefits of excluding

nuisance predictors have been widely acknowledged in the statistical literature and these

include better interpretability, improved classification or prediction estimates, and compu-

tational efficiency (Robert, 1994; Candes and Tao, 2007). Incorporating prior knowledge
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Property/ Classification- Association- JACA CCA- SIDA SIDANet

Method Based Based Regression

Association X X X X X

Classification X X X* X X

Variable Selection X X X X X X

Smoothness X X X

Covariates X X

Table 1: Unique features of SIDA and SIDANet compared to other methods. *CCA-

regression is not applicable when there are more than two classes.

about variable-variable interactions has the potential of identifying functionally meaningful

variables (or network of variables) within each view for improved classification performance.

This approach has been successful in several applications including regression (Li and Li,

2008; Pan et al., 2010), classification (Safo and Long, 2019), and association studies (Chen

et al., 2013; Safo et al., 2018). Thirdly, our formulation makes it easy to include other co-

variates without enforcing sparsity on the coefficients corresponding to the covariates. This

is rarely done in integrative analysis and classification methods. Including other available

covariates may inform the choice of variables to be excluded, which in turn may result in

better classification estimates. Fourth, our formulation of the problem can be solved easily

with any off-the-shelf convex optimization software. We develop computationally efficient

algorithms that take advantage of parallelism. Table 1 highlights the unique features of our

proposed methods compared to existing works.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly discuss the

motivation of our proposed methods. In Section 3, we present the proposed methods for

two views of data. In Section 4, we introduce the sparse versions of the proposed methods.

In Section 5, we extend the proposed methods to more than two views of data. In Section 6,

we present the algorithm for implementing the proposed methods. In Section 7, we present

how the discriminant vectors from the proposed methods could be used for classification.

In Section 8, we conduct simulation studies to assess the performance of our methods in

comparison with other methods in the literature. In Section 9, we apply our proposed

methods to a real data. We conclude with some discussion remarks in Section 10.

2 Motivation

Suppose there are two sets of high-dimensional data X1 = (x1
i , · · · ,x1

n)T ∈ <n×p and

X2 = (x2
i , · · · ,x2

n)T ∈ <n×q, p, q > n, all measured on the same set of subjects, i = 1, . . . , n.
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For subject i, let yi be the class k ( k = 1, . . .K) membership. Given these data, we wish to

predict the class membership yj of a new subject j using their high-dimensional information

z1
j ∈ <p and z2

j ∈ <q. Several supervised classification methods, including Fishers linear

discriminant analysis (LDA)(Fisher, 1936), support vector machines (Cortes and Vapnik,

1995), random forest (Breiman, 2001) may be used to predict class membership when

there is only one view of data, but not when there are two views of data. On the other

hand, unsupervised association methods, including canonical correlation analysis (CCA)

(Hotelling, 1936) and co-inertia analysis (Dolédec and Chessel, 1994) could be used to

study association between the two views of data, but are not suitable when classification is

the ultimate goal. We propose two methods for joint association and classification problems

that bridge the gap between LDA and CCA. We use the LDA formulation in our problem.

Although some of the aforementioned classifiers have demonstrated remarkable predictive

performances, many of the predictions from these methods are not interpretable (Lundberg

et al., 2018; Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017). In many biomedical research problems, just

knowing a single metric, such as classification accuracy, is not enough; an emphasis is also

placed on specific features that lead to the classification estimates. We briefly describe LDA

and CCA for completeness sake.

Linear Discriminant Analysis

For the description of LDA, we suppress the superscript in X. Let Xk = (x1, . . . ,xnk
),x ∈

<p be the data matrix for class k, k = 1, . . . ,K, and nk the number of samples in class

k. Then, the mean vector for class k, common covariance matrix for all classes, and the

between-class covariance are respectively given by

µ̂k = (1/nk)

nk∑
i=1

xik; Sw =

K∑
k=1

n∑
i=1

(xi − µ̂k)(xi − µ̂k)
T; Sb =

K∑
k=1

nk(µ̂k − µ̂)(µ̂k − µ̂)T.

Here, µ̂ is the combined class mean vector and is defined as µ̂ = (1/n)
K∑
k=1

nkµ̂k. For a K

class prediction problem, LDA finds K− 1 direction vectors, which are linear combinations

of all available variables, such that projected data have maximal separation between the

classes and minimal separation within the classes. Mathematically, the solution to the

optimization problem:

max
βk

βT
kSbβk subject to βT

kSwβk = 1, βT
l Swβk = 0 ∀l < k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1 (1)

yields the LDA directions that optimally separate theK classes and these are the eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs (λ̂k, β̂k), λ̂1 > · · · > λ̂k of S−1
w Sb for Sw � 0. The data are then projected

onto the LDA directions to obtain the LDA scores (Xβ̂1, . . . ,Xβ̂K−1). These scores could
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Figure 1: Projection plot of a) LDA and b) CCA scores.

be visualized for separation patterns. Figure 1 a) is a projection plot of data onto the two

LDA directions for a K = 3 class problem.

Canonical Correlation Analysis

Unlike the classical LDA which is useful for assessing separation between classes for either

X1 or X2, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) may be used for assessing associations

between X1 and X2. Without loss of generality, we assume X1 and X2 have zero means

for each variable. The goal of CCA (Hotelling, 1936) is to find linear combinations of the

variables in X1, say X1α and in X2, say X2β, such that the correlation between these linear

combinations is maximized. If S1 and S2 are sample covariances of X1 and X2 respectively,

and S12 is the p × q sample cross-covariance between X1 and X2, then mathematically,

CCA finds α and β that solves the optimization problem:

max
α,β

αTS12β subject to αTS1α = 1 and βTS2β = 1. (2)

The solution to problem (2) is given as α̂ = S
−1/2
1 e1, β̂ = S

−1/2
2 f1, where e1 and f1 are the

first left and right singular vectors of S
−1/2
1 S12S

−1/2
2 . Once the first CCA directions have

been obtained, the data are then projected to these directions to visualize the strength of

association between the two data types. Figure 1 b) is a projection plot of the first CCA

direction for X1 and X2.

Our proposed approach

We propose a method that combines both LDA and CCA. Specifically, we 1) maximize (a)

the sum of the between class separations of the two views of data, and (b) the squared

correlations between the views and 2) allow for only important variables or networks of

variables to contribute to the overall association and separation. In the next section, we

describe our technique for obtaining integrative discriminant (IDA) directions for two views
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of data. In Section 4, we discuss our approach for achieving sparse integrative discriminant

(SIDA) directions. In Section 5, we extend the proposed problem to more than two views

of data.

3 Discriminant analysis for two views of data

Consider a K-class classification problem with two sets of variables X1 ∈ <n×p and X2 ∈
<n×q and the class membership vector y. Let S12 be the covariance between X1 and X2.

Our goal is to find linear combinations of X1 and X2 that explain the overall association

between these views while optimally separating the K classes within each view. These

optimal discriminant vectors could be used to effectively classify a new subject into one

of the K classes using their available data. We propose to solve the optimization problem

below for Ã = [α̃1, . . . , α̃k] and B̃ = [β̃1, . . . , β̂k], k = 1, . . . ,K − 1:

max
A,B

ρ

separation︷ ︸︸ ︷
tr(ATS1

bA + BTS2
bB) + (1− ρ)

association︷ ︸︸ ︷
tr(ATS12BBTST

12 A)

subject to tr(ATS1
wA)/(K − 1) = 1, tr(BTSwB)/(K − 1) = 1. (3)

Here, tr(·) is the trace function, and ρ is a parameter that controls the relative importance

of the separation and association terms in the objective. The first term in equation (3)

considers the separation between classes within each view and the second term considers the

association between the two views of data through the squared correlation. Essentially, the

goal here is to uncover some basis directions that influence both separation and association.

Consider optimizing the problem above using Lagrangian multipliers. One can show that

the solution reduces to a set of generalized eigenvalue problems. Theorem 1 gives a formal

representation of the solution to the optimization problem (3).

Theorem 1. Let S1
w,S

2
w and S1

b ,S
2
b respectively be within-scatter and between-scatter co-

variances for X1 and X2. Let S12 be the covariance between the two views of data. Assume

S1
w � 0, S2

w � 0. Then A = (α1, . . . ,αr)
T ∈ <p×r, B = (β1, . . . ,βr)

T ∈ <q×r, k =

1, . . . , r are eigenvectors corresponding respectively to eigenvalues Λ1 =diag(λ1k , . . . , λ1r)

and Λ2 =diag(λ2k , . . . , λ2r), λ1k > · · · > λ1r > 0, λ2k > · · · > λ2r > 0 that iteratively solve

the generalized eigenvalue (GEV) system:

(ρS1
b + ρS1T

b + (1− ρ)Ω1 + (1− ρ)Ω1T)A = (S1
w + S1T

w )Λ1A (4)

(ρS2
b + ρS2T

b + (1− ρ)Ω2 + (1− ρ)Ω2T)B = (S2
w + S2T

w )Λ2B (5)

where Ω1 = S12BBTST
12 and Ω2 = ST

12AATS12. Equations (4) and (5) may be solved

iteratively by fixing B and solving an eigensystem for A, and then fixing A and solving an
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eigensystem in (5) for B. The algorithm may be initialized using any arbitrary normalized

nonzero vector. With B fixed at B∗ in (4), the solution is the eigenvalue-eigenvector pair

of (S1
w + S1T

w )−1(ρS1
b + ρS1T

b + (1 − ρ)Ω1 + (1 − ρ)Ω1T). Similarly, with A fixed at A∗ in

(5), the solution of (5) is the eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of (S2
w +S2T

w )−1(ρS2
b +ρS2T

b + (1−
ρ)Ω2 + (1− ρ)Ω2T).

Remark 1. ξ1 = X1α1 and η1 = X2β1 are two linear combinations with variances 1 having

the maximum separation and squared correlation among joint separations and correlations

between any two linear combinations X1α and X2β.

Remark 2. Rank determination. In the classical LDA problem, the rank (maximum num-

ber of eigenvalues) is K−1, where K is the number of classes. This coincides with rank(S1
b)

(or rank(S2
b) ). For a fixed B∗, rank

(
(S1

w + S1T
w )−1(S1

b + S1T

b + Ω1 + Ω1T)
)

≤ K − 1 + min
(

rank(S1−1

w ), rank(S12), rank(B)
)
.

This suggests that for the integrative LDA problem, there are more than K − 1 eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs. In practice, one could use a scree-plot to choose the rank. However, in

our simulations and real data analyses, we find that the first K − 1 eigenvalues dominate

the rest of the eigenvalues. Thus, we set the maximum number of eigenvalues to be K − 1,

similar to the classical LDA.

Remark 3. Note that if the two views of data are weakly correlated so that S12 is negligible,

then the k-th eigenvalues λ1
k and λ2

k from integrative LDA will coincide with the eigenvalues

obtained from separate applications of original LDA on X1 or X2. Hence, there will not be

any advantage to an integrative LDA.

We rewrite the optimization problem (3) and the generalized eigensystems (4) and (5)

in equivalent forms to facilitate computations. We omit it’s proof for brevity sake since

it follows easily from (3). Let M1 = S1−1/2

w S1
bS

1−1/2

w , M2 = S2−1/2

w S2
bS

2−1/2

w . Also, let

N12 = S1−1/2

w S12S
2−1/2

w and N21 = S2−1/2

w ST
12 S1−1/2

w .

Proposition 1. The maximizer (3) is equivalent to (Ã, B̃) = (S1−1/2

w Γ̃1,S2−1/2

w Γ̃2) where

(Γ̃1, Γ̃1) = max
Γ1

,Γ2
ρtr(Γ1TM1Γ1 + Γ2TM2Γ2) + (1− ρ)tr(Γ1TN12Γ

2Γ2TN21Γ
1)

subject to tr(Γ1TΓ1)/(K − 1) = 1, tr(Γ2TΓ2)/(K − 1) = 1

Furthermore, this yields the equivalent eigensystem problems of (4) and (5)

(ρM1 + ρM1T + (1− ρ)N̄12 + (1− ρ)N̄T
12)Γ1 = Λ1Γ

1

(ρM2 + ρM2T + (1− ρ)N̄21 + (1− ρ)N̄T
21)Γ2 = Λ2Γ

2 (6)

where N̄12 = N12Γ
2Γ2TN21 and N̄21 = N21Γ

1Γ1TN12.
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Remark 4. In high-dimensional examples where p > n, we make S1
w and S2

w positive

definite by adding a small multiple of the identity. We could estimate S1
w and S2

w using

techniques proposed in Cai et al. (2011) and Bickel and Levina (2008) but that would add

a layer of complexity. To reduce computations, we use techniques described in Hastie and

Tibshirani (2004) to avoid inverting the p× p (or q × q) matrices S11/2
w and S21/2

w ; instead,

we invert a n× n matrix, and n� p (or q).

4 Sparse LDA for two views of data

The linear discriminant vectors that solve the joint association and classification problem

(6) are especially useful in the low-dimensional settings where n > p since it yields direction

vectors that are easily interpretable. In the high-dimensional setting where n� p, Γ1 and

Γ2 are weight matrices of all available variables in X1 and X2. These coefficients are not

usually zero (i.e., not sparse) making interpreting the discriminant functions challenging.

We propose to make Γ1 and Γ2 sparse by imposing convex penalties subject to modified

eigensystem constraints. Our approach follows ideas in Safo et al. (2018), which is in

turn motivated by the Dantzig selector (Candes and Tao, 2007). We impose penalties

that depend on whether or not prior knowledge in the form of functional relationships are

available or not.

In what follows, for a vector v ∈ Rp we define ‖v‖∞ = maxi=1,··· ,p |vi|, ‖v‖1 =
∑p

i=1 |vi|,
and ‖v‖2 =

√∑p
i=1 v

2
i . For a matrix M ∈ Rn×p we define mi to be its ith row, mj to be

its jth column, and define the maximum absolute row sum ‖M‖∞ = max1≤i≤n
∑p

j=1 |mij |.

4.1 Sparse Integrative Discriminant Analysis (SIDA)

Let Γ1 = (γ1
1, . . . ,γ

1
p)

1T ∈ <p×K−1 and Γ2 = (γ2
1, . . . ,γ

2
q)

T ∈ <q×K−1 denoate the collection

of basis vectors that solve the eigen systems (6). To achieve sparsity, we define the following

block l1/l2 penalty functions that consider the length of row elements in Γ1 and Γ2 and

shrinks the row vectors of irrelevant variables to zero:

P(Γd) =

p or q∑
i=1

‖γdi ‖2, d = 1, 2 (7)

We note that variables with null effects are encouraged to have zero coefficients simulta-

neously in all basis directions. This is because the block l1/l2 penalty applies the l2-norm

‖γdi ‖2 within each variable, and the l1-norm across variables, and thus shrinks the row

length to zero. This results in coordinate-independent variable selection, making it appeal-

ing for screening irrelevant variables. With penalty (7), we obtain sparse solutions Γ̂
1

and
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Γ̂
2

by iteratively solving the following convex optimization problems for fixed Γ1 or Γ2:

min
Γ1

p∑
i=1

‖γ1
i ‖2 s.t ‖(ρM1 + ρM1T + (1− ρ)N̄12 + (1− ρ)N̄T

12)Γ̃
1
− Λ̃1Γ

1‖∞ ≤ τ1

min
Γ2

q∑
i=1

‖γ2
i ‖2 s.t ‖(ρM2 + ρM2T + (1− ρ)N̄21 + (1− ρ)N̄T

21)Γ̃
2
− Λ̃2Γ

2‖∞ ≤ τ2. (8)

Equation (8) essentially constrains the first and second eigensystems (6) to be within τ1

and τ2 respectively. It can be easily shown that naively constraining the eigensystems

result in trivial solutions. Hence, we substitute Γ1 and Γ2 in the left hand side (LHS) of

the eigensystem problems in (6) respectively with Γ̃1 and Γ̃2, the nonsparse solutions that

solve equation (6). We choose to substitute the LHS instead of the right hand side (RHS)

equation in (6) because we are able to recover the nonsparse solutions when τ1 = 0 and

τ2 = 0. Additionally, we obtain numerically stable solutions with the LHS substitution.

Here, (Λ̃1, Λ̃2) are the eigenvalues corresponding to Γ̃
1

and Γ̃
2
. Also, (τ1, τ2) are tuning

parameters controlling the level of sparsity; their selection will be discussed in Section 6.

Γ̂1 may be obtained from (8) by fixing Γ2 (definition of N̄12 involves Γ2). Similarly, Γ̂2

may be obtained by fixing Γ1. The solutions (Γ̂1, Γ̂2) may not necessarily be orthogonal,

as such we use Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on (Γ̂1, Γ̂2).

Remark 5. Inclusion of covariates: Our optimization problems in (8) make it easy to

include other covariates to potentially guide the selection of relevant variables likely to im-

prove classification accuracy. Assume that τ2 is set to zero (no penalty on the corresponding

coefficients). Then Γ̃
2

solves the second optimization problem. But the basis discriminant

directions Γ̂
1

for the first view of data depend on the second view (X2) through the cor-

relation matrix S12. Thus, to account for the influence of covariates in the optimal basis

discriminant directions, one could always include the available covariates (as a separate

view) and set corresponding tuning parameter to zero. This forces data from the covari-

ates to be used in assessing associations and separations without necessarily shrinking their

effects to zero. For binary (e.g, age) or categorical covariates (assumes no ordering), we

suggest the use of indicator variables (Gifi, 1990). All variables are standardized to have

zero and variance one, so that any dominant effect of a variable on the correlation matrices

is not due to the unit of measurement.

4.2 Sparse Integrative Discriminant Analysis (SIDA) for structured data

(SIDANet)

We introduce SIDANet for structured or network data. SIDANet utilizes prior knowledge

about variable-variable interactions in the estimation of the sparse integrative discriminant
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vectors. For instance, in biomedical research, information about variable connectivity may

be obtained from networks such as protein-protein networks, biochemical networks, tran-

scription regulation networks, and metabolic-metabolic networks. Many databases exist

for obtaining such information about variable-variable relationships. One such database for

protein-protein interactions is the human protein reference database (HPRD) (Peri et al.,

2003). We capture the variable-variable connectivity within each view in our sparse dis-

criminant vectors via the normalized Laplacian (Chung and Graham, 1997) obtained from

the underlying graph. Let Gd = (V d, Ed,W d), d = 1, 2 be a network given by a weighted

undirected graph. V d is the set of vertices corresponding to the pd variables (or nodes) for

the d-th view of data. Let Ed = {u ∼ v} if there is an edge from variable u to v in the

dth view of data. Let rv denote the degree of the vertex v (i.e., the number of variables

connected to node v) within each view. W d is the weight of an edge for the d-th view satis-

fying w(u, v) = w(v, u) ≥ 0. Note that if {u, v} 6∈ E(G), then w(u, v) = 0. The normalized

Laplacian of Gd for the d-th view is

Ln(u, v) =


1− w(u, v)/rv if u = v and rv 6= 0

−w(u,v)√
rurv

if u 6= v and variables u and v are adjacent

0 otherwise.

(9)

The matrix Ln(u, v) is usually sparse (has many zeros) and so can be stored with sparse

functions in any major software programs such as R or Matlab. For smoothness while

incorporating prior information, we impose the following penalty:

P(Γd) = η

pd∑
i=1

‖γLni ‖2 + (1− η)

pd∑
i=1

‖γi‖2. (10)

γLni is the i-th row of the matrix product LnΓd. Note that Ln(u, v) is different for each

view. The first term in equation (10) acts as a smoothing operator for the weight matrices

Γd so that variables that are connected within the d-th view are encouraged to have a

similar effect, and so would be selected or neglected together. The second term in equation

(10) enforces sparsity of variables within the network; this is ideal for eliminating variables

or nodes that contribute less to the overall association and discrimination relative to other

nodes within the network. η balances these two terms.

Remark 6. One could use the Laplacian (not normalized) defined as:

L(u, v) =


rv − w(u, v) if u = v

−w(u, v) if u 6= v and variables u and v are adjacent

0 otherwise

(11)
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instead of the normalized Laplacian defined in equation (9). However, the Laplacian in

equation (11) encourages variables in the network to have the same effect size (coefficients).

This is true since w(u, v) is the same for variables that are connected. We believe variables

that are connected will often have different coefficients or effect sizes that capture their

contributions to overall dependency structure and class separation. As such, we use the

normalized Laplacian, which normalizes the connected variables by their degrees, thus en-

couraging different effect sizes.

5 Extension to multiple views of data

We extend the proposed method to more than two views of data. Let Xd = [Xd
1,X

d
2, . . . ,X

d
K ],

Xd ∈ <n×pd ,Xd
k ∈ <nk×pd , k = 1, . . . ,K, d = 1, 2, . . . , D be a concatenation of the K classes

in the d-th view. Let Sdb and Sdw be the between-class and within-class covariances for the

d-th view. Let Sdj , j < d be the cross-covariance between the d-th and j-th views. Define

Md = Sd
−1/2

w SdbS
d−1/2

w and Ndj = Sd
−1/2

w SdjS
j−1/2

w . We solve the optimization problem for

multiple views of data:

max
Γd

ρ

D∑
d=1

tr(ΓdTMdΓd) +
2(1− ρ)

D(D − 1)

D∑
d=1,d 6=j

tr(ΓdTNdjΓ
jΓjTNjdΓ

d) s.t tr(ΓdTΓd) = K − 1.

As before, ρ controls the influence of separation or association in the optimization problem.

The second term essentially sums all of these pairwise squared correlations and weight them

by D(D−1)
2 so that the sum of the squared correlations is one. As in proposition 1, the

nonsparse basis discriminant directions for the d-th view, Γ̃
d
, are given by the eigenvectors

corresponding to the eigenvalues that iteratively solve the following eigensystems:

c1M1 + c2

D∑
j 6=1

N1jΓ
jΓj

TNj1

Γ1 = Λ1Γ
1,

...c1MD + c2

D−1∑
j=1

NDjΓjΓj
TNjD

ΓD = ΛDΓD, (12)

where we set c1 = ρ and c2 = 2(1−ρ)
D(D−1) . For sparsity or smoothness we solve the following

optimization problems:

min
Γ1
P(Γ1) s.t ‖(c1M1 + c1M1T + c2N̄1j + c2N̄ T

1j)Γ̃
1
− Λ̃1Γ

1‖∞ ≤ τ1

...

min
ΓD
P(ΓD) s.t ‖(c1MD + c1MDT

+ c2N̄Dj + c2N̄ T
Dj)Γ̃

D
− Λ̃DΓD‖∞ ≤ τD (13)
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where N̄dj =
∑D

d,j NdjΓ
jΓj

TNjd, d, j = 1, . . . D, and j 6= d sums all pairwise correlations of

the d-th and the j-th views. The penalty term P(Γd) is either set respectively to equation

(7) or (10) depending on whether sparsity or smoothness (with sparsity) is desired.

6 Initialization, tuning parameters, and algorithm

The optimization problems in equations (8) and (13) are biconvex. With Γd fixed at Γd
∗
,

the problem of solving for Γ̂
j
, j 6= d is convex, and may be solved easily with any-off-

the shelf convex optimization software. The technique of solving biconvex problems by

fixing parameters and then solving the resulting convex problems is popularly used in the

statistical literature. At the first iteration, we fix Γd
∗

as the classical LDA solution from

applying LDA on Xd. We can initiate Γd
∗

with random orthonormal matrices, but we

choose to initialize with regular LDA solutions because the algorithm converges faster. At

subsequent solutions, we fix Γd
∗

as the solution from previous iteration, and iterate until

convergence. Algorithm 1 gives an outline of our proposed methods.

The optimization problems depend on tuning parameters τd, which need to be chosen.

We fix w = 0.5 to provide equal weight on separation and association. Without loss of

generality, assume the D-th (last) view is the covariates, if available. We fix τD = 0 and

select the optimal tuning parameters for the other views from a range of tuning parameters.

Note that searching the tuning parameters hyperspace can be computationally intensive.

For instance, if there are two views (excluding covariates) each having 10 grid points,

then one needs to search a 10 × 10 grid space, representing 100 grid values to choose the

optimal combination. For d = 1, .., D − 1, we need to search a large hyperparameter space

[(G1 × G2 × · · · × GD−1) grid values assuming Gd is the number of grid points for the

d-th view]. This obviously is computationally taxing. To overcome this computational

bottleneck, we follow ideas in Bergstra and Bengio (2012) and randomly select some grid

points (from the entire grid space) to search for the optimal tuning parameters; we term this

approach random search. This technique has been shown to yield good results (Bergstra

and Bengio, 2012) when compared to searching the entire space (grid search). In fact,

our own simulations with random search produced satisfactory results (see Tables 2-5)

when compared to grid search. In our simulations and real data applications, for two views

(excluding covariates), we set 8 grid points each, and randomly select 20% of the grid values

in the hyperparameter space to optimize. For d > 2, we set the number of grid points to

5, and randomly select 15% of the grid values in the hyperparameter space to optimize. A

detailed comparison of random search and grid search in terms of error rates, estimated

correlations, variables selected, and computational time is found in Section 8 and the web
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supplemental material.

We provide upper and lower bounds for τd. Let d = 1. Note that τ1 > ‖(c1M1 +

c1M1T + c2N̄1j + c2N̄ T
1j)‖∞ results in trivial solution vectors, i.e., Γ̂

1
= 0. Hence, we set

the upper bound for τ1 as τ1 max = ‖(c1M1 + c1M1T + c2N̄1j + c2N̄ T
1j)‖∞. Similar results

hold for the other views. Instead of using a lower bound of 0, we use a lower bound depen-

dent on the dimensions of each view (specifically τdmin = (
√

log pd/n) · τdmax) to encourage

sparsity. We choose the optimal tuning parameters from the range of tuning parameters

using K-fold cross validation (K = 5 in our simulations and real data applications) to

minimize average classification error. Our classification approach is found in Section 7.

1 Input: training data (Xd,y); tuning parameters τd, d = 1, . . . , D; edge matrix, Ed

and edge weight, W d (for SIDANet)

. τD = 0 if covariates (D-th view) available

2 Output: estimated sparse discriminant vectors Γ̂
d
.

3 Initialize: Γd, d = 1, . . . , D .

. Use random orthonormal matrices or solution from classical LDA

4 repeat

5 for d = 1, . . . , D do

6 Fix Γ̃
d

and Λ̃d.

. Use solutions from generalized eigenvalue systems (equation 12)

7

8 Solve

min
Γd
P(Γd) s.t ‖(c1Md + c1MdT + c2N̄dj + c2N̄T

dj)Γ̃
d
− Λ̃dΓ

d‖∞ ≤ τd

. P(Γd) is defined in equation (7) for SIDA and (10) for SIDANet

9 end

10 until convergence

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for obtaining sparse (and network-constrained) integrative

discriminant vectors for multi-view data.

7 Using SIDA and SIDANet for classification

Once the SIDA or SIDANet discriminant functions have been obtained, one can make future

class assignments by either 1) pooling the discriminant scores for each view Xd, d = 1 . . . D,

or 2) using individual discriminant scores from each view. The latter option, which we

term separate class assignment, is appealing if for some reasons some of the views are not
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available for future observations. In such instances, future class assignments can be carried

out using the discriminant functions for available views. In either the pooled or separate

class assignments, we use nearest centroid for classification.

The discriminant scores are defined to be Ud = XdΓ̂
d
, d = 1, ..., D, where Γ̃

d
is a pd ×

(K − 1) matrix of basis vectors obtained from SIDA or SIDANet. Let zd = (zd1 , ..., z
d
p)T

be the available measurement for a new (future) observation for the d-th view. Con-

sider projecting these future observations onto the estimated discriminant vectors Γ̂
d

for

the d-th view (i.e., vd = zdTΓ̂
d
) and concatenating the scores for all d views; i.e v =

[z1TΓ̂
1
, z2TΓ̂

2
, · · · , zDT

Γ̂
D

]T ∈ <D(K−1). For pooled class assignment, we assign z =

[z1, · · · , zD] to class k if the distance from v to ûk is minimum, that is,

min
k

K∑
k=1

‖v − ûk‖2, k = 1, ...,K

where ûT
k ∈ <D(K−1) is the pooled mean for class k obtained from the pooled scores U =

[U1, · · · ,UD] ∈ <D(K−1). For separate class assignments, we assign zd to the population

whose class mean is closest to vd, i.e.,

min
k

K∑
k=1

‖vd − ûdk‖2, k = 1, ...,K, d = 1, · · · , D

8 Simulations

We consider two main simulation examples to assess the performance of the proposed

methods in identifying important variables and/or networks that optimally separate classes

while maximizing association between multiple views of data. In the first example, we

simulate a D = 2, K = 2 and K = 3 class discrimination problem and assume there is

no prior information available. In the second example, we simulate a D = 3 and K = 3

class problem and assume prior information is available in the form of networks. We focus

on the situations where the true discriminant vectors are highly sparse in each view in

order to test the ability of our methods in discovering signal variables when noise variables

are also present. We consider different covariance structures, and partition the covariance

matrix within each view into signal and noise; signals contain variables that are correlated

and contribute to class separation within each view and overall association between views,

while noise variables are uncorrelated and unimportant. In example two, we vary the

structural information of the network so that all or some of the networks contribute to

both separation and association. In each simulation example, 20 Monte Carlo datasets for

each view are generated.
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8.1 Example 1: simulation settings when no prior information is available

Scenario One (Multi-class, equal covariance with class): The first view of data X1

has p variables and the second view X2 has q variables, all drawn on the same samples

with size n = 240. Each view is a concatenation of data from three classes, i.e., Xd =

[Xd
1,X

d
2,X

d
3], d = 1, 2. The combined data

(
X1
k,X

2
k

)
for each class are simulated from

N(µk,Σ), where µk = (µ1
k,µ

2
k)

T ∈ <p+q, k = 1, 2, 3 is the combined mean vector for class

k; µ1
k ∈ <p,µ2

k ∈ <q are the mean vectors for X1
k and X2

k respectively. The true covariance

matrix Σ is partitioned as

Σ =

(
Σ1 Σ12

Σ21 Σ2

)
,Σ1 =

(
Σ̃

1
0

0 Ip−20

)
,Σ2 =

(
Σ̃

2
0

0 Iq−20

)

where Σ1, Σ2 are respectively the covariance of X1 and X2, and Σ12 is the cross covari-

ance between the two views. Σ̃
1

and Σ̃
2

are each block diagonal with 2 blocks of size

10, between-block correlation 0, and each block is a compound symmetric matrix with

correlation 0.7. We generate Σ12 as follows. Let V1 = [V1
1, 0(p−20)×2]T ∈ <p×2 where

the entries of V 1
1 ∈ <20×2 are i.i.d samples from U(0.5,1). We similarly define V2 for the

second view, and we normalize such that V1T Σ1V1 = I and V2TΣ2V2 = I. We then set

Σ12 = Σ1V1DV2TΣ2, D = diag(ρ1, ρ2). We vary ρ1 and ρ2 to measure the strength of

the association between X1 and X2. For separation between the classes, we take µk to

be the columns of [ΣA,0p+q], and A = [A1,A2]T ∈ <(p+q)×2. Here, the first column of

A1 ∈ <p×2 is set to (c110,0p−10); the second column is set to (010,−c110,0p−20). We set

A2 similarly. We vary c to assess discrimination between the classes, and we consider three

combinations of (ρ1, ρ2, c) to assess both discrimination and strength of association. For

each combination, we consider equal class size nk = 80, and dimensions (p/q = 2000/2000).

The true integrative discriminant vectors are the generalized eigenvectors that solve The-

orem 1. Figure 2 is a visual representation of random data projected onto the true inte-

grative discriminant vectors for different combinations of c, p1 and p2. In the top panel,

(ρ1 = 0.9, ρ2 = 0.7, c = 0.5). In the middle panel, (ρ1 = 0.4, ρ2 = 0.2, c = 0.2). In the

bottom panel, (ρ1 = 0.15, ρ2 = 0.05, c = 0.12).

Scenario Two (Multi-class, unequal covariance within class): In Scenario One we

considered an example where the LDA assumption holds, i.e., the within-class covariance is

the same for each class. In this setting, we relax this assumption. The covariance matrices

for the three classes within X1 and X2 are each given as follows: for class 1, the covariance

matrix has the same form as in Model 1; for class 2, the covariance matrix has entries

σij = 0.6|i−j|; for class 3, the covariance matrix is the identity matrix, I(p or q).
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Figure 2: Projection of random data simulated from Scenario One onto true integrative

discriminant direction vectors. Top panel: good separation of classes, and strong association

between views. Middle pane: moderate separation and moderate association. Bottom

panel: weak separation and weak association.
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Scenario Three (Binary class, equal covariance within class): We consider a D = 2

high-dimensional and K = 2 class problem. The covariance matrices for each class follow

Scenario One. The mean matrices follow Scenario One but with this exception: A1 ∈ <p

is set to (c120,0p−20). A2 is defined similarly. As before, we vary c to assess separation

between the two classes.

8.1.1 Competing Methods

We compare SIDA with classification- and/or association-based methods. For the classification-

based method, we consider MGSDA (Gaynanova et al., 2016) and either apply MGSDA

on the stacked data [MGSDA (Stack)], or apply MGSDA on separate datasets [MGSDA

(Ens)]. To perform classification for MGSDA (Ens), we pool the discriminant vectors from

the separate MGSDA applications, and apply the pooled classification algorithm discussed

in Section 7. For association-based methods, we consider the sparse CCA (sCCA) method

(Safo et al., 2018). We perform sCCA using the Matlab code the authors provide. Similar

to MGSDA (Ens), we perform classification for sCCA by pooling the canonical variates

from CCA and applying the pooled classification algorithm discussed in Section 7. We also

compare SIDA to JACA (Zhang and Gaynanova, 2018), a method for joint association and

classification studies. We use the R package provided by the authors, and set the number of

cross-validation folds as 5. We do not compare our method to the supervised sparse CCA

(Witten and Tibshirani, 2009) and CCA regression (Luo et al., 2016) methods because we

have a three-class problem; these methods are only applicable to binary outcomes.

8.1.2 Evaluation Criteria

We evaluate the methods using the following criteria. (1) test misclassification rate; (2) se-

lectivity, and (3) estimated correlation. We consider three measures to capture the methods

ability to select true signals while eliminating false positives: true positive rate (TPR), false

positive rate (FPR), and F1 score defined as follows: TPR = TP
TP+FN , FPR = FP

FP+TN ,

F1 score= 2TP
2TP+FP+FN , where TP, FP, TN, FN are defined respectively as true positives,

false positives, true negatives, and false negatives. We estimate the overall correlation, ρ̂,

by summing estimated pairwise correlations obtained from the RV coefficient (Robert and

Escoufier, 1976). The RV-coefficient for two centred matrices X ∈ <n×k and Y ∈ <n×k is

defined as RV (X ,Y) = tr(ΣXYΣYX )√
tr(Σ2

XX )tr(Σ2
YY )

. The RV coefficient generalizes the squared Pear-

son correlation coefficient to multivariate data sets. We obtain the estimated correlation as

ρ̂ = 2
D(D−1)

∑D
d=1,d6=j RV (Xd

testΓ̂
d
,Xj

testΓ̂
j
), ρ̂ ∈ [0, 1]
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8.1.3 Results

Tables 2 -4 show the averages of the evaluation measures from 20 repetitions, for scenarios

one to three. We first compare SIDA with random search [SIDA(RS)] to SIDA with grid

search [SIDA(RS)]. We note that across all evaluation measures, SIDA (RS) tends to be

better or similar to SIDA (GS). In terms of computational time SIDA (RS) is faster than

SIDA (GS) [refer to the web supplemental material]. This suggests that we can choose

optimal tuning parameters at a lower computational cost by randomly selecting grid points

from the entire tuning parameter space and searching over those grid values, and still achieve

similar or even better performance compared to searching over the entire grid space. We

next compare SIDA with an association-based method, sCCA. In Scenario One, across all

settings, we observe that SIDA (especially SIDA (RS)) tends to have a lower error rate,

a comparable TPR, a lower FPR, and a higher F1 score. The estimated correlation ρ̂ is

higher for sCCA in the settings where the correlation between the two views is moderate

or weak, and the classes have more overlap. Compared to a classification-based method,

MGSDA (either Stack or Ens), SIDA has a lower error rate, higher estimated correlations

(except in setting 3), higher TPR, and higher F1 scores. Similar results hold for Scenario

Two (where we relax the assumption of equal covariances in each class) and Scenario Three

(where we have a binary class problem). When compared to JACA, a joint association-

and classification- based method, for Scenarios One and Three, SIDA has lower error rates

in setting 1, and comparable error rates in settings 2 and 3. In terms of selectivity, SIDA

has comparable TPR in setting 1, lower TPR in setting 2, higher TPR in setting 3, lower

or comparable FPR, comparable estimated correlations, and higher F1 scores in settings 1

and 2. The performance for SIDA is slightly sub optimal in Scenario Two when compared

to JACA.

These simulation results suggest that joint integrative-and classification-based methods,

SIDA and JACA, tend to outperform association- or classification-based methods. In ad-

dition, the proposed method, SIDA, tends to be better than JACA in the scenarios where

the views are moderately or strongly correlated, and the separation between the classes is

not weak.

8.2 Example 2: simulation settings when prior information is available

In this setting, there are three views of data Xd, d = 1, 2, 3, and each view is a concatenation

of data from three classes. The true covariance matrix Σ is defined as in Model 1 but with

the following modifications. We include Σ3 Σ13, and Σ23. Σ̃
1
, Σ̃

2
, and Σ̃

3
are each block

diagonal with four blocks of size 10 representing four networks, between-block correlation
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Method Error (%) ρ̂ TPR-1 TPR-2 FPR-1 FPR-2 F-1 F-2

Setting 1

(ρ1 = 0.9, ρ2 = 0.7, c = 0.5)

SIDA (RS) 0.04 0.99 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00

SIDA (GS) 0.05 0.99 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00

sCCA 0.05 0.99 100.00 100.00 1.04 1.32 69.89 69.19

JACA 0.11 1.00 100.00 100.00 3.42 3.86 42.37 38.07

MGSDA (Stack) 0.19 0.84 7.50 8.50 0.00 0.00 16.82 16.20

MGSDA (Ens) 0.33 0.95 14.25 13.50 0.00 0.05 24.65 22.46

Setting 2

(ρ1 = 0.4, ρ2 = 0.2, c = 0.2)

SIDA (RS) 11.32 0.58 100.00 100.00 1.17 1.90 86.56 80.51

SIDA (GS) 11.42 0.58 100.00 99.75 2.28 1.57 68.82 81.85

sCCA 16.20 0.65 100.00 100.00 2.44 1.14 66.70 70.81

JACA 11.32 0.58 100.00 100.00 2.23 1.94 75.92 76.38

MGSDA (Stack) 12.52 0.55 34.25 32.50 0.04 0.06 48.22 46.29

MGSDA (Ens) 17.05 0.61 39.00 37.00 0.04 0.07 53.34 50.09

Setting 3

(ρ1 = 0.15, ρ2 = 0.05, c = 0.12)

SIDA (RS) 31.03 0.14 98.50 97.00 5.07 2.93 41.43 58.05

SIDA (GS) 29.61 0.26 99.00 99.75 2.48 2.85 53.88 56.07

sCCA 34.80 0.20 92.75 93.75 1.10 1.47 74.66 77.45

JACA 29.84 0.19 97.25 97.00 0.74 0.85 81.51 82.53

MGSDA (Stack) 31.55 0.15 28.00 27.00 0.07 0.05 41.53 40.25

MGSDA (Ens) 35.31 0.16 30.75 28.50 0.17 0.01 41.92 43.09

Table 2: Scenario One: RS; randomly select tuning parameters space to search. GS;

search entire tuning parameters space. MGSDA (Ens) applies sparse LDA method on

separate views and perform classification on the pooled discriminant vectors. MGSDA

(Stack) applies sparse LDA on stacked views. TPR-1; true positive rate for X1. Similar

for TPR-2. FPR; false positive rate for X2. Similar for FPR-2; F-1 is F-measure for X1.

Similar for F-2. ρ1 and ρ2 controls the strength of association between X1 and X2. c

controls the between-class variability within each view.

0, and each block is a compound symmetric matrix with correlation 0.7. Each block has

a 9 × 9 compound symmetric submatrix with correlation 0.49 capturing the correlations

between other variables within a network. The cross-covariance matrices Σ12, Σ13, and Σ23

follow Model 1, but to make the effect sizes of the main variables larger, we multiply their

corresponding values in Vd, d = 1, 2, 3 by 10. We set D =diag(0.9, 0.7) when computing

the cross-covariances.

We consider two scenarios in this example that differ by how the networks contribute
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Method Error (%) ρ̂ TPR-1 TPR-2 FPR-1 FPR-2 F-1 F-2

(ρ1 = 0.9, ρ2 = 0.7, c = 0.5)

SIDA (RS) 2.16 0.97 83.75 87.17 0.19 0.03 85.40 92.06

SIDA (GS) 2.25 0.97 84.38 87.17 0.20 0.03 85.64 92.06

sCCA 3.61 0.96 83.54 88.04 1.28 6.23 60.72 52.73

JACA 2.08 0.98 83.96 87.61 1.73 1.91 56.06 54.12

MGSDA (Stack) 2.59 0.83 33.75 31.09 0.01 0.02 49.04 45.97

MGSDA (Ens) 3.31 0.93 46.25 45.87 0.09 0.08 59.25 59.33

(ρ1 = 0.4, ρ2 = 0.2, c = 0.2)

SIDA (RS) 22.8 0.40 85.45 82.95 0.17 0.18 85.64 85.60

SIDA (GS) 22.32 0.40 88.18 87.27 1.09 1.03 74.25 74.37

sCCA 28.49 0.49 84.77 85.68 1.49 1.28 59.31 60.43

JACA 20.77 0.49 91.14 91.14 1.01 0.95 72.83 74.24

MGSDA (Stack) 25.55 0.34 47.95 45.91 0.07 0.11 61.50 58.65

MGSDA (Ens) 27.97 0.39 57.73 57.73 0.18 0.39 66.36 62.03

(ρ1 = 0.15, ρ2 = 0.05, c = 0.12)

SIDA (RS) 48.84 0.03 31.82 44.29 0.59 2.29 33.79 33.28

SIDA (GS) 47.69 0.03 30.45 44.76 0.49 1.72 34.02 34.40

sCCA 50.02 0.03 29.55 42.14 0.47 1.31 33.19 36.54

JACA 40.42 0.07 63.64 66.67 1.03 0.95 56.00 55.51

MGSDA (Stack) 47.72 0.03 22.50 25.48 0.37 0.41 30.77 33.18

MGSDA (Ens) 49.77 0.04 26.36 34.05 0.74 1.13 32.70 36.17

Table 3: Scenario Two: We assume unequal covariances in each class. This violates the

LDA assumption. RS; randomly select tuning parameters space to search. GS; search entire

tuning parameters space. MGSDA (Ens) applies sparse LDA method on separate views and

peform classification on the pooled discriminant vectors. MGSDA (Stack) applies sparse

LDA on stacked views. TPR-1; true positive rate for X1. Similar for TPR-2. FPR; false

positive rate for X2. Similar for FPR-2; F-1 is F-measure for X1. Similar for F-2. ρ1 and

ρ2 controls the strength of association between X1 and X2. c controls the between-class

variability within each view.
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Method Error (%) ρ̂ TPR-1 TPR-2 FPR-1 FPR-2 F-1 F-2

(ρ1 = 0.9, ρ2 = 0.7, c = 0.25)

SIDA (RS) 0.77 0.91 100.00 81.50 0.13 0.00 96.14 89.01

SIDA (GS) 0.83 0.90 99.50 71.50 0.13 0.00 95.84 82.21

sCCA 1.08 0.96 97.75 100.00 0.06 0.01 96.41 100.00

JACA 0.95 0.96 100.00 100.00 0.34 0.35 89.14 89.46

MGSDA (Stack) 1.78 0.83 17.25 17.25 0.02 0.01 39.57 27.87

MGSDA (Ens) 1.36 0.87 34.00 25.00 0.01 0.02 49.23 37.18

(ρ1 = 0.4, ρ2 = 0.2, c = 0.2)

SIDA (RS) 9.19 0.37 58.00 57.00 1.39 0.68 56.46 59.50

SIDA (GS) 9.28 0.37 60.75 58.75 1.55 1.38 51.75 56.80

sCCA 9.81 0.37 56.75 60.75 0.00 0.01 71.35 73.53

JACA 9.97 0.40 74.50 79.00 2.95 2.56 40.85 47.27

MGSDA (Stack) 10.75 0.32 18.00 17.25 0.13 0.12 27.00 25.88

MGSDA (Ens) 12.95 0.34 21.00 23.50 0.10 0.23 31.34 31.66

(ρ1 = 0.15, ρ2 = 0.05, c = 0.12)

SIDA (RS) 23.83 0.09 50.00 49.00 1.87 3.75 47.25 33.09

SIDA (GS) 23.38 0.09 51.00 50.25 2.63 3.14 41.21 38.00

sCCA 27.69 0.07 37.50 41.50 5.30 0.07 49.75 58.54

JACA 22.63 0.10 43.00 42.50 0.38 0.16 52.12 54.36

MGSDA (Stack) 24.77 0.08 13.00 10.75 0.12 0.12 21.15 18.04

MGSDA (Ens) 26.95 0.08 13.00 10.75 0.35 0.14 18.28 17.43

Table 4: Scenario Three: Binary class, equal covariance within class. RS; randomly select

tuning parameters space to search. GS; search entire tuning parameters space. MGSDA

(Ens) applies sparse LDA method on separate views and peform classification on the pooled

discriminant vectors. MGSDA (Stack) applies sparse LDA on stacked views. TPR-1; true

positive rate for X1. Similar for TPR-2. FPR; false positive rate for X2. Similar for FPR-2;

F-1 is F-measure for X1. Similar for F-2. ρ1 and ρ2 controls the strength of association

between X1 and X2. c controls the between-class variability within each view.
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Figure 3: Simulation setup when network information is available. In scenario one, all

four networks contribute to both separation and association. In the second scenario, two

networks (circled) contribute to both separation and association.

to both separation and association. In the first scenario, all four networks contribute to

separation of classes within each view and association between the views. Thus, there are

forty signal variables for each view, and p1 − 40, p2 − 40 and p3 − 40 noise variables. In

the second scenario, only two networks in the graph structure contribute to separation and

association; hence there are twenty signal variables and p1 − 20, p2 − 20 and p3 − 20 noise

variables. Figure 3 is a pictorial representation for the two scenarios. For each scenario, we

set nk = 40, k = 1, 2, 3 and generate the combined data (X1
k,X

2
k,X

3
k)) from MVN(µk.Σ).

We set c (refer to Model 1) to 0.2 when generating the mean matrix µk.

8.2.1 Competing Methods and Results

We compare SIDANet with Fused Sparse LDA (FNSLDA) (Safo and Long, 2019), a classification-

based method that incorporates prior information in sparse LDA. We apply FNSLDA on

the stacked views [FNSLDA (Stack)] and use the classification algorithm proposed in the

original paper. We also perform FNSLDA on separate views and perform classification on

the combined discriminant vectors as described in Section 7 [FNSLDA (Ens)]. We perform

FNSLDA using the Matlab code the authors provide, and use the default option for se-
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lecting the optimal tuning parameters. We did not find any comparable association-based

method that incorporates prior information and is applicable when there are more than

two views of data. We evaluate the methods using the same criteria listed in Section 8.1.2.

Table 5 shows the performance of the proposed method compared to other methods.

Compared to FNSLDA, SIDANet tends to have competitive TPR, lower FPR, higher F1

scores, and competitive error rates and estimated correlations. These findings, together

with the findings when there are no prior information, underscore the benefit of considering

joint integrative and classification methods when the goal is to both correlate multiple views

of data and perform classification simultaneously.

Method Error (%) ρ̂ TPR-1 TPR-2 TPR-3 FPR-1 FPR-2 FPR-3 F-1 F-2 F-3

Scenario One

SIDANet (RS) 1.57 0.87 99.88 99.25 98.00 1.49 4.12 2.28 87.79 67.88 80.24

SIDANet (GS) 1.81 0.87 99.25 98.88 94.25 1.92 1.31 0.92 85.26 88.94 89.93

FNSLDA (Ens) 1.59 0.88 100.00 100.00 100.00 7.25 2.00 2.83 75.80 85.29 82.01

FNSLDA (Stack) 1.50 0.87 100.00 100.00 100.00 8.95 9.04 8.81 79.34 78.67 79.15

Scenario Two

SIDANet (RS) 3.69 0.88 99.50 100.00 91.75 1.40 2.31 1.01 78.85 65.16 74.21

SIDANet (GS) 3.78 0.88 100.00 99.75 86.50 1.39 0.95 0.31 79.18 86.05 85.05

FNSLDA (Ens) 4.03 0.87 100.00 100.00 100.00 7.01 4.46 12.55 52.43 52.91 44.25

FNSLDA (Stack) 3.73 0.85 100.00 100.00 100.00 16.63 16.46 16.80 38.52 38.52 38.49

Table 5: Scenario One: all four networks contribute to separation of classes within each

dataset, and association between the three views of data. Scenario Two: two networks

contribute to both separation and association. FNSLDA (Ens) applies fused sparse LDA on

separate views and perform classification on the combined discriminant vectors. FNSLDA

(Stack) applies fused sparse LDA on stacked views. TPR-1; true positive rate for X1.

Similar for TPR-2 and TPR-3. FPR; false positive rate for X2. Similar for FPR-2 and

FPR-3; F-1 is F-measure for X1. Similar for F-2 and F-3.

9 Real data analysis

We focus on analyzing the gene expression, metabolomics, and clinical data from the PHI

study. Our main goals are to i) identify genes and metabolomics features (mass-to-charge

ratio [m/z]) that are associated and optimally separate subjects at high-vs low-risk for

developing ASCVD, and ii) assess the added benefit of the identified variables in ASCVD

risk prediction models that include some established risk factors (i.e., age and gender).

Data preprocessing and application of the proposed and competing methods:

We use data for 142 patients for whom gene expression and metabolomics data are avail-

able and for whom there are clinical and demographic variables to compute ASCVD risk
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score. The ASCVD risk score for each subject is dichotomized into high (ASCVD > 5%)

and low (ASCVD ≤ 5%) risks based on guidelines from the American Heart Association.

The data consists of 87 females and 55 males; their ages range from 40 to 78 with mean

age 53.8 years. The proportion of high and low risks are respectively 80.3% and 19.7%.

The gene expressions data consist of 38, 694 probes, and the metabolomics data consist of

∼ 6, 000 mass to ion (m/z) features. We preprocess and preselect genes as follows. We

remove genes with variance and entropy expression values that are respectively less than

the 90th and 20th percentile, resulting in 1, 658 genes. We obtain the gene-gene interac-

tions from the human protein reference database (HPRD) (Peri et al., 2003). The resulting

network has 519 edges. For the metabolomics data, we removed m/z features with at least

50% zeros, and features with coefficient of variation ≥ 50%; this resulted in 2,416 features

for the analyses. Because of the skewed distributions of most metabolomic levels, we log2

transformed each feature. Both datasets are normalized to have mean 0 and variance 1 for

each variable. We divide each view of data equally into training and testing sets. We select

the optimal tuning parameters that maximize average classification accuracy from 5-fold

cross validation on the training set. The selected tuning parameters are then applied to the

testing set to estimate test classification accuracy. The process is repeated 20 times and we

obtain average test error, variables selected, and RV coefficient.

Average misclassification rates, estimated correlations and variables selected :

Table 6 shows the average results for the twenty resampled datasets. Of note, (+ covari-

ates) refers to when the covariates age, gender, BMI, systolic blood pressure, low-density

lipoprotein (LDL), and triglycerides are added as a third dataset to SIDA or SIDANet; we

assess the results with and without covariates. For SIDANet, we only incorporate prior net-

work information from the gene expressions data (i.e., protein-protein interactions). sLDA

(Ens) and sLDA (Stack) utilize the sparse linear discriminant method (Gaynanova et al.,

2016). For sCCA, we utilize the sparse CCA method (Safo et al., 2018) and obtain the

first canonical vectors for the gene expression and metabolomics data. We combine the

canonical vectors and use the pooled classification algorithm from Section 7 to classify. We

also compute RV coefficient using the canonical vectors and the training data.

We observe that SIDA and SIDANet offer competitive results in terms of separation

of the ASCVD risk groups. They also yield higher estimated correlations between the

gene expressions and metabolomics data. SIDANet yields higher estimated correlation

and competitive error rate when compared to SIDA, which suggests that incorporating

prior network information may be advantageous. It seems that including covariates in this

example does not make the average classification accuracy and correlation any better. From

this application, stacking the data results in better classification rate, but the estimated
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correlation is poor, which is not surprising since this approach ignores correlation that exists

between the datasets. Among the methods compared, sLDA (Ens) and sLDA (Stack), which

use the sparse LDA method in Gaynanova et al. (2016), identify fewer number of genes and

m/z features. This agrees with the results from the simulations where these methods had

lower false and true positive rates.

Error (%) # Genes # m/z features Correlation

SIDA 22.18 193.80 136.50 0.65

SIDA (+ covariates) 22.68 60.75 38.45 0.45

SIDANet 22.39 244.60 165.40 0.70

SIDANet (+ covariates) 22.82 63.65 34.60 0.45

sCCA 46.48 139.75 336.25 0.43

JACA 25.49 637.20 871.65 0.52

sLDA (Ens) 30.28 14.20 11.60 0.23

sLDA (Stack) 19.15 4.25 6.20 0.09

Table 6: SIDA (+covariates) uses RS and includes other covariates (see text) as a third

dataset. SIDANet uses prior network information from the gene expression data alone.

sLDA (Ens) separately applies sparse LDA on the gene expression and metabolomics data

and combines discriminant vectors when estimating classification errors. sLDA (Stack)

applies sparse LDA on the stacked data. SIDA and SIDANet have competitive error rate

and higher estimated correlations. It seems that including covariates does not make the

average classification accuracy and correlation any better.

Variable stability : To reduce false findings and improve variable stability, we use resam-

pling techniques and consider two criteria to identify variables that potentially discriminate

persons at high -vs low- risk for ASCVD. Specifically, out of the 20 resampled datasets,

we chose variables that are selected at least 12 times ( ≥ 60%), and which have average

absolute coefficients within the top 1%. From Table 7, SIDANet and JACA selected 14

genes, of which 8 overlap. Additionally, there are 9 overlapping genes and 6 m/z features

for SIDA and SIDANet. Meanwhile, JACA selects only 1 m/z feature while SIDANet and

SIDA respectively select 6 and 9 m/z features. sLDA (Ens) and sLDA (Stack) did not

identify any gene and m/z feature (refer to Tables 2 and 3 in supplemental materials).

Genes or m/z features from SIDA and SIDANet plus established risk factors

predict ASCVD better : Our aim here is to assess whether including the genes or m/z

features identified by our methods is any better than a model with only age and gender.

Given the sample size of 71 in each of the 20 testing resampled datasets, we can only include

a few variables to increase power of detecting differences in low vs high-risk ASCVD. We

include the demographic variables age and gender in model one (M1). In model two we
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# Genes #m/z features

SIDA 11 9

SIDANet 14 6

sCCA 1 24

JACA 14 1

sLDA (Ens) 0 0

sLDA (Stack) 0 0

Table 7: Genes and m/z feature selected at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled datasets)

and with average effect size within the top 1 %.

further include a risk score calculated with the genes or m/z features identified by the

methods using the testing datasets. Specifically, we run a logistic regression model on the

training data to obtain effect sizes (logarithm of the odds ratio of the probability that

ASCVD risk group is high) for each gene or m/z feature. The genetic risk score (GRS) or

metabolomic risk score (MRS) are each obtained as a sum of the genes or m/z features in

the testing data set, weighted by the effect sizes. In Model 3 (M3), we include both GRS

and MRS. We summarize the area under the curves (AUCs) from the receiver operating

characteristic in Table 8. We observe that including genes and/or m/z features identified by

our methods to a model with age and gender results in better discrimination of the ASCVD

risk groups compared to association or classification-based methods, and when compared

to a model with only age and gender. By integrating gene expression and m/z features

and simultaneously discriminating ASCVD risk group, we have identified biomarkers that

potentially may be used to predict ASCVD risk, in addition to a few established ASCVD

risk factors.

10 Conclusion

We have proposed two methods for joint integrative analysis and classification studies to

add to the limited literature in this area. One of the methods proposed here is both data-

and knowledge-driven and useful when prior biological information about variable-variable

interactions is available. The numerical experiments and the data analyses described in this

paper underscore the benefit of joint integrative and classification analysis methods when

the goal is to correlate multiple views of data and to perform classification simultaneously.

The encouraging findings from the real data analysis motivate further applications. We

acknowledge some limitations in our methods. The methods we propose are only applicable

to complete data and do not allow for missing values. A future project could extend the
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minimum mean median maximum

M1 0.71 0.80 0.81 0.89

M2: M1 + GRS

SIDA 0.81 0.89 0.90 0.95

SIDANet 0.82 0.91 0.91 0.96

JACA 0.83 0.93 0.94 0.99

sCCA 0.71 0.81 0.82 0.90

M3: M1 + MRS

SIDA 0.80 0.87 0.87 0.97

SIDANet 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.97

JACA 0.78 0.85 0.85 0.91

sCCA 0.72 0.81 0.82 0.89

M4: M1 + GRS + MRS

SIDA 0.87 0.93 0.93 0.99

SIDANet 0.85 0.93 0.93 0.97

JACA 0.84 0.95 0.96 0.99

sCCA 0.72 0.82 0.82 0.90

Table 8: Comparison of AUCs using genes and m/z features identified: Model 1 (M1):

Age + gender; Model 2 (M2): Age + gender + gene risk score (GRS); Model 3 (M3): Age

+ gender + metabolomic risk score (MRS). Model 4 (M4): Age + gender + gene risk score

(GRS) + metabolomic risk score (MRS). The genes and m/z features identified by the

methods on the training datasets are used to calculate GRS and MRS. Summary statistics

are over 20 AUCs.
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current methods to the scenario where data are missing using multiple imputation methods.

We assume equal contributions of separation and association to the overall optimization

problem. It would be interesting to consider the performance of the proposed methods

when this parameter is allowed to vary, or is chosen in a data-adaptive way.
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11 Supplementary Material

11.1 Proof of Theorem 1

The Lagrangian

L(A,B, λ1, λ2) = ρtr(ATS1
bA + BTS2

bB) + (1− ρ)tr(ATS12BBTST
12 A)

− λ1(tr(ATS1
wA)− (K − 1))− λ2(tr(BTSwB)− (K − 1))

Let Ω1 = S12BBTST
12 and Ω2 = ST

12AATS12.

The first order stationary solutions for A and B are

∂L(A,B, λ1, λ2)

∂A
= ρ(S1

b + S1T

b )A + (1− ρ)(Ω1 + Ω1T)A− λ1(S1
w + S1T

w )A = 0

∂L(A,B, λ1, λ2)

∂B
= ρ(S2

b + S2T

b )B + (1− ρ)(Ω2 + Ω2T)B− λ1(S2
w + S2T

w )B = 0

Rearranging, we obtain the eigensystems for A and B respectively as

(
ρ(S1

b + S1T

b ) + (1− ρ)(Ω1 + Ω1T)
)

A = λ1(S1
w + S1T

w )A (14)(
ρ(S2

b + S2T

b ) + (1− ρ)(Ω2 + Ω2T)
)

B = λ2(S2
w + S2T

w )B (15)

For B fixed in Ω1, equation (1) can be solved for the nonzero eigenvalues of (S1
w +

S1T
w )−1(ρ(S1

b + S1T

b ) + (1 − ρ)(Ω1 + Ω1T)). Denote the corresponding eigenvectors as

Ã = [α̃1, . . . , α̃r]. Similarly, with A fixed in Ω2, we can solve for the nonzero eigenvalues in

equation (2) from (S2
w+S2T

w )−1(ρ(S2
b +S2T

b )+(1−ρ)(Ω2 +Ω2T)). Let B̃ = [β̃1, . . . , β̃r]. We

iterate over A and B in equations (1) and (2) until convergence (both ‖Ãnew − Ãold‖F < ε

and ‖B̃new − B̃old‖F < ε). At which point we set Â = Ã and B̂ = B̃.

11.2 Time Comparisons

We compare the run times of random and grid search. We consider a K = 3 class and

D = 2 views problem and simulate data according to Scenario One in the main text when

no prior information exists. In grid search, we choose tuning parameters over a 8×8 grid (or

64 grid points). Random search randomly selects 15% of the grid points to optimize. We

compare run times for N < p and N > p, and when the cross validation task for choosing

optimal tuning parameters is executed in parallel (using 4 workers) or not. All comparisons

are carried out with the Matlab codes for SIDA on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7700 3.60
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GHz processor. Table 1 gives timings in minutes averaged over three runs. We see that

random search is considerably faster than grid search. SIDA with random search, with or

without parallelization is faster than JACA especially when N < p.

SIDA (RS, P) SIDA (GS, P) SIDA (RS, NP) SIDA (GS, NP) JACA

(N , p/q)

(240, 200/200) 1.49 6.80 8.43 39.79 1.31

(240, 2000/2000) 3.39 13.32 12.90 61.51 22.31

(1000, 200/200) 1.36 6.52 10.24 35.00 3.22

(1000, 2000/2000) 5.61 26.35 12.81 66.31 69.53

Table 9: Timings (in minutes). Average time for five fold cross-validation. RS and GS

denote random and grid search respectively. P is parallel computing (4 workers), and NP

is no parallel computing. N is the sample size, and p/q are the dimensions for the two

views of data.

11.3 Real Data Analysis

11.3.1 Genes and m/z features selected by methods

Tables 2 and 3 give the genes and m/z features selected by the proposed and competing

methods at at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled datasets) and with average effect size

within the top 1 %. SIDANet and JACA selected 14 genes, of which 8 overlap. Additionally,

there are 9 overlapping genes and 6 m/z features for SIDA and SIDANet. Meanwhile, JACA

selects only 1 m/z feature while SIDANet and SIDA respectively select 6 and 9 m/z features.

sLDA (Ens) and sLDA (Stack) did not identify any gene and m/z feature.

11.3.2 Comparison of Genes and m/z features selected by SIDA and SIDANet

for both random and grid search

We compare genes and m/z features identified by SIDA and SIDANet using both random

search and grid search for tuning parameter optimizations. Table 4 gives the average error

rate on the testing data, average estimated correlation on the training data, and average

number of genes and m/z features. Averages are over 20 resampled datasets. SIDA with

random search and grid search yield similar error rates, and estimated correlation. This

is also true for SIDANet. In terms of variable selected using the criteria discussed in the

main text, eight genes and five m/z features overlap between SIDA with random and grid

search (Table 6). Comparing SIDANet (RS) with SIDANet (GS), the 11 genes identified by
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Method Genes selected

SIDA DEFB127 ERV3 GLYAT H3F3A HIST1H2BG HIST1H4H MAGEB4

RASEF SCGB1C1 SCUBE1 TENC1

SIDANet BZRAP1 CIRBP CLEC1B CYP17A1 ERV3 H3F3A HIST1H2BG

HIST1H4H HMBOX1 MAGEB4 RASEF SCGB1C1 SCUBE1 TENC1

sCCA PSMA3

JACA ABHD3 CIRBP CYP17A1 DARC ERV3 GLYAT H3F3A

HIST1H2BG HIST1H4H MAGEB4 NEURL2 PTGS2 RASEF SCGB1C1

sLDA(Ens) -

sLDA(Stack) -

Table 10: Genes feature selected at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled datasets) and

with average effect size within the top 1 %. There are nine overlapping genes between SIDA

and SIDANet.

Method m/z features (retention times) selected

SIDA 168.9045( 73.1430) 212.9862 (373.9647) 216.9397( 134.2085) 228.8127 (98.0079) 250.1187 (30.9802)

342.3191 (37.0602) 542.3191 (572.5522) 754.4435 (42.6461) 756.7378 (64.1087)

SIDANet 168.9045 (73.1430) 216.9397 (134.2085) 250.1187 (30.9802) 542.3191 (572.5522) 754.4435 (42.6461)

756.7378 (64.1087)

sCCA 89.0796 (37.7417) 136.0216 (42.0915) 153.1274 (552.8494) 201.2042 (35.9136) 226.8615 (64.5573)

234.2039 (439.2704) 238.2159 (587.6828) 249.1846 (27.0957) 284.2946 (596.0450) 295.2263 (593.7375)

404.1029 (517.3633) 461.3614 (36.8199) 509.8287 (42.4354) 553.3890 (51.6947) 561.3572 (51.5734)

694.4398 (51.3845) 709.4125 (42.9693) 738.4680 (51.1611) 739.4723 (51.2275) 753.4380 (41.6097)

797.4647 (42.4703) 826.5196 (49.9539) 841.4923 (42.3359 869.5445 (50.2823)

JACA 102.0666 (140.1219)

sLDA(Ens) -

sLDA(Stack) -

Table 11: m/z features (retention times) selected at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled

datasets) and with average effect size within the top 1 %. There are six overlapping features

between SIDA and SIDANet.
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SIDANet (GS) is a subset of the genes identified by SIDANet (RS) [ Table 6]. This is also

true for the m/z features identified by SIDANet (RS) and SIDANet (GS) [Table 7]. Table

8 compares the AUC’s for the three models under consideration. The results are simlar for

both RS and GS. These findings suggest that we can choose optimal tuning parameters at

a lower computational cost (see Table 1) by randomly selecting grid points from the entire

tuning parameter hyperspace and searching over those grid values (instead of searching

over the entire grid space) and still achieve competitive performace. In our algorithm, the

default method to obtain optimal tuning parameter is random search. However, we make

it as an option for the interested user to choose tuning parameters using grid search.

Error (%) # Genes # m/z features Correlation

SIDA (RS) 22.18 193.80 136.50 0.65

SIDA (GS) 22.04 179.35 134.50 0.60

SIDANet (RS) 22.39 244.60 165.40 0.70

SIDANet (GS) 22.46 217.25 152.55 0.59

Table 12: SIDANet uses prior network information from the gene expression data alone.

# Genes # m/z features

SIDA (RS) 11 9

SIDA (GS) 10 5

SIDANet (RS) 14 6

SIDANet (GS) 11 4

Table 13: Genes and m/z feature selected at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled

datasets) and with average effect size within the top 1 %. Eight genes and five m/z features

overlap between SIDA (RS) and SIDA (GS).
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Method Genes selected

SIDA (RS) DEFB127 ERV3 GLYAT H3F3A HIST1H2BG HIST1H4H MAGEB4

RASEF SCGB1C1 SCUBE1 TENC1

SIDA (GS) BZRAP1 CBS CIRBP EMP2 HIST1H4H HMBOX1 MAGEB4

RASEF SCUBEI TENCI

SIDANet (RS) BZRAP1 CIRBP CLEC1B CYP17A1 ERV3 H3F3A HIST1H2BG

HIST1H4H HMBOX1 MAGEB4 RASEF SCGB1C1 SCUBE1 TENC1

SIDANet (GS) BZRAP1 CIRBP CLEC1B CYP17A1 ERV3 HIST1H4H HMBOX1

MAGEB4 RASEF SCUBE1 TENC1

Table 14: Genes feature selected at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled datasets) and

with average effect size within the top 1 %. Eight genes and 5 m/z features overlap between

SIDA (RS) and SIDA (GS).

Method m/z features (retention times) selected

SIDA (RS) 168.9045( 73.1430) 212.9862 (373.9647) 216.9397( 134.2085) 228.8127 (98.0079) 250.1187 (30.9802)

342.3191 (37.0602) 542.3191 (572.5522) 754.4435 (42.6461) 756.7378 (64.1087)

SIDA (GS) 168.9045( 73.1430) 216.9397( 134.2085) 250.1187 (30.9802)

754.4435 (42.6461) 756.7378 (64.1087)

SIDANet (RS) 168.9045 (73.1430) 216.9397 (134.2085) 250.1187 (30.9802) 542.3191 (572.5522) 754.4435 (42.6461)

756.7378 (64.1087)

SIDANet (GS) 168.9045 (73.1430) 216.9397 (134.2085) 250.1187 (30.9802) 754.4435 (42.6461)

Table 15: m/z features (retention times) selected at least 60% (12 times out of 20 resampled

datasets) and with average effect size within the top 1 %. There are five overlapping features

between SIDA (RS) and SIDA (GS).
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minimum mean median maximum

M1 0.71 0.80 0.81 0.89

M2: M1 + GRS

SIDA (RS) 0.81 0.89 0.90 0.95

SIDA (GS) 0.82 0.92 0.92 0.97

SIDANet (RS) 0.82 0.91 0.91 0.96

SIDANet (GS) 0.82 0.90 0.91 0.95

M3: M1 + MRS

SIDA (RS) 0.80 0.87 0.87 0.97

SIDA (GS) 0.79 0.86 0.85 0.94

SIDANet (RS) 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.97

SIDANet (GS) 0.79 0.86 0.85 0.93

M4: M1 + GRS + MRS

SIDA (RS) 0.87 0.93 0.93 0.99

SIDA (GS) 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.98

SIDANet (RS) 0.85 0.93 0.93 0.97

SIDANet (GS) 0.87 0.92 0.92 0.97

Table 16: Comparison of AUCs using genes and m/z features identified: Model 1 (M1):

Age + gender; Model 2 (M2): Age + gender + gene risk score (GRS); Model 3 (M3): Age

+ gender+ metabolomic risk score (MRS). Model 4 (M4): age + gender + metabolomic

risk score + gene risk score. The genes and m/z features identified by the methods on

the training datasets are used to calculate GRS and MRS. Summary statistics are over 20

AUCs.
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